Designing User Interfaces for Different User Groups: A Three-way Teleconference System for Doctors, Patients and Assistants Using a Remote Medical Robot
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Abstract—We present the design for a three-way medical teleconference system for communication between a doctor, a patient, and an assistant. The system includes individual doctor-patient and doctor-assistant communication channels, as well as the capability of starting and stopping communication channels separately. The initial system design is based on results of a user requirement analysis. To evaluate the design, we conducted two user studies in which doctors, assistants, and patients used our teleconference system in a simulated examination scenario. The study results show that the general usability of our system was rated as good. However, doctors, patients, and assistants reported that they would like to receive better visualisation of the connection status for the communication channels and the system status of the robot in general. Based on these results, we present an updated design for the teleconference system. We also provide best practices which can help designers of medical teleconference systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The shortage of medical personnel is a growing problem worldwide, even in developed countries. The World Health Organization (WHO) reports in [1] that Europe already has the need for more qualified doctors and the demand for doctors will steadily increase over the next years. Also at nighttime or in rural areas, the availability of medical specialists is a problem. One solution to overcome this challenge is to begin using teleconference systems to remotely provide consultancy for patients, or to ask fellow doctors for advice, who are experts in a given medical field. Doctors already apply this solution, e.g., to decide whether a stroke patient should come into the hospital for treatment.

In the ReMeDi project (Remote Medical Diagnostician\textsuperscript{1}), we advance the remote examination of patients. The project goal is to implement a medical robot that enables doctors to interview and examine patients over remote distances. The ReMeDi robot supports a full examination of the patient, including an initial interview of the patient, two forms of examination (palpation and ultrasonography), and diagnosis reporting. The robot consists of two parts; one is stationed at the site of the doctor, the other part is located at the site of the patient (Fig. 1).

The doctor controls the robot using a set of input devices. On the patient site (Fig. 2), an assistant monitors the examination and ensures the safety of the patient. The robot parts communicate over remote distances via the internet. More details on the robot are published in [2].

A central component of ReMeDi is a three-way teleconference system enabling a continuous communication between doctor, patient, and assistant. In this work, we focus on the question of how this teleconference system needs to be designed to meet the needs for all three user groups (distant doctors examining patients, patients getting examined, and assistants supporting the procedure at the patients location).

We first describe the results of a user requirements analysis.
that we conducted as part of the implementation plan of the ReMeDi robot (Section III). One of the essential requirements that was mentioned by all user groups is the availability of a secure and robust teleconference system. Second, we give an overview of the initial user interface design of the system (Section IV). Third, we show the results of two evaluations of the teleconference system (Section V). In two user studies, we asked doctors and assistants to use the system in a simulated examination scenario. This allowed us to assess the overall usability of the system and gain feedback on the user interface design by the targeted end users. Based on the results from these evaluations, we update the design of the user interface (Section VI).

II. BACKGROUND

Most teleconference solutions in medical care apply commonly available stand-alone web-based programs for communication rather than those integrated in larger medical systems. It is quite common for doctors to seek advice from experienced colleagues via email, text chats, and video conferences. This is especially true in remote areas which are lacking medical specialists, but also in big medical centres when a consultation is needed for immediate decision-making. Researchers study this professional-to-professional remote contact in such areas as expert-guided surgeries, orthopaedics, endoscopic procedures, dermatology, radiology, and shipboard medicine.

Regarding doctor-patient interaction, potential applications are already under investigation. Advanced research is being conducted on tele-psychotherapy. Jenkins et al. [8] analysed the results of remote psychotherapy compared to in-person psychotherapy. The results show comparable treatment satisfaction and similar ratings of therapeutic alliance. Shenai et al. [9] created and tested virtual interactive presence systems for real-time long-distance surgical collaboration. Their aim was to visually and verbally interact with doctors while they identify anatomical structures. They guided surgical manoeuvres and discussed strategies, as well as mentored less experienced personnel located at the surgical site by remotely located experts. Other possible fields under investigation are psychiatry, neurology (assessing stroke scale), orthopaedics, endoscopic procedures, dermatology, radiology, and shipboard medicine.

Studies show that teleconference is not inferior to face-to-face consultation, for example, in recognizing abnormal skin changes. There are also fully developed medical systems that use teleconference elements to submit patient information remotely. For example, Bauer et al. [15] presented a system for fully remote robot-assisted surgery that uses a teleconference system to send video to the doctor for remote needle placement. In the ReMeDi project, we aim for a three-way teleconference system in a larger medical system capable of performing physical examination and ultrasonography. The tele-conference system should meet the needs of doctors, patients, and assistants equally. There is no robotic medical system which enables doctors to conduct a complete physical examination including tele-conferencing, palpation and ultrasonography so far. Our system could allow doctors to remotely conduct a complete physical examination or ultrasonography allowing patients in regions with lower medical availability a proper diagnosis.

III. USER REQUIREMENTS

As the first step for the implementation of the ReMeDi robot, we conducted a user requirement analysis. The goal was to understand the needs of the involved user groups. We determined the preferences of the users in robot appearance, handling, and the required technical features. For this, we conducted two focus groups with 9 doctors and assistants and two focus groups with 9 patients in total. We carried out the interviews in Poland and Austria. For full details on the process of interviewing the focus groups, please refer to [16] and [17].

One main outcome of the user requirements analysis was that all three user groups regard the continuous communication between doctor, assistant, and patient as an essential feature for a correct diagnosis. In the following list, we show a partial excerpt of the full list of user requirements. We only list requirements that are directly or indirectly related to communication. Each requirement is marked with a letter and a number. The letter represents whether a requirement was raised by the Doctors, the Assistants, or the Patients.

D1 Doctors want to communicate with the patient during the whole examination using video and audio channels.

D2 Doctors want to have an additional communication channel to the assistant that is separated from communication with the patient and can be put into a private mode in which the patient cannot observe the doctor-assistant communication.

D3 Doctors would like to observe local changes of the patient’s body temperature and assess moisture of a patient’s skin.

D4 Olfactory information can be crucial to make a diagnosis in some cases, for example, if the patient has been drinking alcohol, has vomited, or has diarrhoea.

D5 Doctors want to have a secure data connection between the two modules of the ReMeDi system.

D6 Doctors would like to have a real-time interaction with the patient, without disturbing delays.

P1 Patients want to communicate with the doctor during the whole examination process, verbally and visually, preferably keeping eye contact. The patients reported they fear that the social connection with the doctor could suffer if the doctor is not looking at them.

P2 Patients are strictly against a private communication channel between doctor and assistant.

P3 Patients want to have a secure data connection between the two modules of the ReMeDi system.

A1 Assistants should be able to transfer additional data to doctors, for example, patient temperature, blood pressure, smell, and skin wetness.
Four of the user requirements are directly related to the communication between doctor and patient or doctor and assistant (D1, D2, D6, P1). Three of the requirements are related to submitting additional information about the patient’s condition to the doctor (D3, D4, A1). Doctors and patients voiced concerns about their privacy and the security of the patient’s data (D5, P2, P3). It is interesting to note that requirements D2 and P2 are contradictory to each other. Doctors want to have a private communication channel to the assistant, but patients do want to hear the communication between doctor and assistant at all times. The private transfer of information between doctor and assistant is necessary, e.g., for diseases in which patients show symptoms that are similar to human behaviour under the influence of alcohol or drugs. In such a case, only the assistant, who can directly observe the patient, is able to properly evaluate the state of the patient (e.g., by the smell of the patient).

In the following section, we present the design of the graphical user interface of the teleconference system. We will also discuss how the implementation is based on the collected user requirements and how we decided to resolve the contradiction in requirements D2 and P2.

IV. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Based on the user requirements, we designed an initial graphical user interface (GUI) controlled by mouse and keyboard for the doctor to communicate with assistant and patient. Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the GUI. We implemented the software as a custom-built package using the libraries GStreamer-0.10 for video and audio streaming, QT4 for the graphical interface, and the ROS framework for peer to peer communication. It consists of three separate windows. The upper two windows contain video channels to the assistant and to the patient. In the third window, which we will refer to as data window, the doctor can access basic functionality of the robot. He/she can also customize system preferences, for example, screen brightness and sound volume of the communication channels.

Assistant and patient can both see the doctor and communicate with him/her. For the patient, the ReMeDi robot has an attached screen that shows the face of the doctor. Fig. 2 shows robot and screen on the patient’s site. The assistant has an additional laptop with a communication window to the doctor, which is similar to the doctor-assistant communication window in Fig. 3. In the user requirements analysis, the patients specified that they did not want to have private communication between doctor and assistant. However, in order to provide the best possible diagnosis, a private doctor-assistant communication is sometimes necessary. Therefore, the doctor can interrupt both communication channels temporarily. This feature is symbolized by a pause button, as can be seen in Figure 3. The assistant is wearing wireless headphones to receive the voice of the doctor in private. For details on the technical implementation of the GUI, please refer to [18] and [19].

We conducted two studies with the initial user interface design, to get feedback from future users of the system.

V. USER STUDIES

We conducted two user studies to identify usability problems of the initial GUI design. In the first study, we asked doctors to conduct an interview with a patient using the teleconference system (section V-A). In the second study, we asked assistants to talk to a doctor using the system (section V-B). Both studies were approved by the ethics committee of the Medical University of Lublin. In this section, we present the details and results of these studies.

A. DOCTOR-PATIENT COMMUNICATION STUDY

In the first study, we asked doctors to interview a patient. The goal of this study was to assess the usability of our initial teleconference GUI and to collect suggestions for improvements by the doctors.

1) Study Procedure: Before the study, the experimenters gave instructions to the doctor about the GUI and how to operate them. The doctors also got the information that the patient is an actor and that the patient will display predefined symptoms. The behaviour of the patient was spontaneous during the examination, but he displayed the same symptoms for each doctor. During the study, we placed doctor and patient in two separate rooms. They did not have any other communication channels beside the channels provided by our GUI. The different computers were connected by a wireless network. We told the doctors to interview the patient and to follow their regular routine for patient interviews.

2) Participants: In this study, 26 participants (13 female, 13 male) took part. The mean age of the participants was 30.08 (SD = 7.50) years. We recruited all participants from the hospital staff at the Medical University of Lublin, Poland. The participants reported that they had been working as doctors for 5.30 years on average (SD = 5.77). Many junior doctors or medical students, who were still in training to become doctors, participated in our study.

3) Measurements: After the experiment, doctors filled in three questionnaires. The first questionnaire was the System Usability Scale (SUS) [20], a questionnaire that contains 10 items to assess the usability of user interfaces. The second
questionnaire was the Attitude Towards Technology scale (ATT) [21], a questionnaire that contains 10 items (revised perceived ease of use) to assess the attitude of the participant towards technology. The third questionnaire was a subset of the Godspeed questionnaire (GS) [22], containing three items to assess the perceived safety of the participants. All of these questionnaires are standardized and have been used in other user studies before. SUS and ATT use five-point Likert-scales for the ratings, whereas the Godspeed questionnaire is based on differential semantic scales. Additionally, we prepared a questionnaire in which we asked the participants for improvement suggestions with open questions and their demographic data.

4) Results: The participants rated the usability of our teleconference system with an average of 78.30 (SD = 15.57) points on the SUS. SUS ranges from 0 to 100 points. According to [23], this corresponds to be between a “good” and “excellent” usability. The participants rated their own attitude towards technology with 2.38 (SD = 1.06) points on the ATT. The ATT Likert scale ranges from 1 (positive) to 5 (negative attitude). The participants rated their perceived safety while using the system with 3.15 (slightly negative, SD = 0.89) points on the GS. We inspected the internal reliability of all questionnaires by calculating Cronbach’s alpha to ensure the consistency of results across the questionnaire items. For the ten SUS items, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.89 (good reliability); for the ten ATT items, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.96 (excellent reliability); and for the three GS items, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.70 (acceptable reliability).

In the open part of the questionnaire, the participants gave many positive comments. They especially perceived the main feature of our teleconference system, the remote consultation of patients with doctors, as useful. They also mentioned that the two separate communication channels to assistant and patient are convenient. The doctors had some suggestions for improving the system. They often mentioned that the video and sound quality of the system should be improved. Only one participant mentioned that the communication delay caused by the transmission speed was too long. A few participants had concrete suggestions for improving the interface design. They suggested that the system should display an alert to the patient, when the doctor pauses the communication channel or when there are connection issues with video or sound. Furthermore, they reported that the play/pause function in its initial implementation was confusing and that icons in the GUI should be accompanied by additional text. Finally, many participants requested that they want to be able to move the camera view of the patient camera. This was not part of the study we present here, but it will be a feature in the final ReMeDi robot.

B. Assistant-Doctor Communication Study

In the second study, we asked assistants to communicate with a doctor using our teleconference system. The goal of this study was to assess the usability of the teleconference GUI and the functionality to submit additional information about the patient and the robot status.

1) Procedure: Before the study, the experimenters gave instructions to the assistants about the GUI and how to submit additional information to the doctor. The assistants also received the information that the doctor is an actor. During the study, we placed assistant and doctor in two separate rooms. They did not have any other communication channels beside the channels provided by our GUI. The doctor first asked the assistant to provide a short report on the preparations for starting an examination with the ReMeDi robot. For this, the assistant had to submit all necessary information to the doctor using our teleconference system that was installed on a separate laptop for the assistant. Additionally, the doctor used the private communication channel to the assistant to give further instructions.

2) Participants: In this study, 7 participants (6 female, 1 male) took part. The mean age was 30.86 (SD = 8.76) years. We recruited all participants from the hospital staff at the Medical University of Lublin. They were not doctors, but worked as medical staff at the hospital, for example, as a nurse. We asked the participants for their highest degree of education: 4 had a graduate degree, 1 participant had an apprenticeship, 1 participant finished high school, and 1 participant had no higher education degree.

3) Measurements: We used the same set of questionnaires that we described in Section V-A.3.

4) Results: First, we inspected the internal reliability of all questionnaires by calculating Cronbach’s alpha. For the 10 SUS items, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.87 (good reliability); for the 10 ATT items, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.69 (acceptable reliability); and for the 3 GS items, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.46 (bad reliability). We excluded the perceived safety from further analysis due to the bad reliability score. The assistants rated the usability of our system with an average of 67.50 (SD = 15.68) points on the SUS. According to [23], this corresponds to be between an “ok” and “good” usability. The participants rated their own attitude towards technology with 2.01 (SD = 0.40) points on the ATT.

In the open part of the questionnaire, the assistants also rated the ability to conduct remote consultations as very useful. Similar to the doctors, they suggested to improve the video and sound quality of the system, but they had no complaints about the connection speed.

C. Discussion

From the user answers to the SUS from both studies combined, we interpret that the usability of our teleconference system is fairly good for an initial system version. The ATT scale was slightly positive but very close to neutral. The standard deviation in the answers to the ATT scale was quite high in the communication studies. This indicates that some of our participants (doctors and assistants) have a more positive attitude towards technology than others. Due to the fact, that we found no statistically significant correlations between ATT and SUS, we conclude, that our system was usable (good SUS score), no matter if users have a positive or negative ATT.
The doctors rated the perceived safety as average. The GS asks the users about their emotional state while using the system. The fact that perceived safety was received just as average, indicates that the users are not completely confident to use the system. We cannot infer from the data if the unease of the users stems from concerns about the privacy of their communication or from another source. We plan to investigate this further with a questionnaire aiming especially in users’ emotional states in the next evaluations of the ReMeDi robot. Some doctors reported that they would like to have a better video and audio quality in the teleconference system. We will improve this in the next version of the system. It is interesting to note that we only received one comment about the latency of the system. In the user requirement analysis, the doctors requested a real-time interaction with the patients without disturbing delays (D6). The qualitative study results suggest that we achieved this user requirement.

Many of the improvement suggestions by the study participants are related to displaying the system status. First, the users found the play/pause function to stop and start the communication channel confusing. Second, they also reported that they would like to see the connection status (e.g., connected, disconnected, paused, established connection) of the communication channel indicated in the GUI.

In the next section, we present the revision of the GUI for our system, which we made based on the study results.

### VI. GUI Improvements

Based on the results of the user studies, we implemented a second version of the GUI for our teleconference system now using GStreamer-1.0, which reduces the latency between the different hosts to hardly noticeable, and QT5. First, we changed the appearance of the pausing mechanism for the communication channels. In the initial version, we used a single button for pausing and resuming video and audio connection. The displayed function on the button switched between play and pause mode for each button press, which was confusing for the study participants. For the updated design, we followed two design principles: a button function cannot be changed, and button icons should be accompanied with additional text and a unique color if necessary to enhance their meaning and clarity. With these principles in place, we redesigned the play/pause function for the communication channels.

Additionally to the play/pause function, we revised the design of the rest of the GUI. In the second implementation, most interface elements use two output modes for representing information, namely text and a graphical icon.

Study participants reported that they would like to have an indicator that shows doctor and patient whether the communication channel is connected or not. In the initial version of our GUI, we used a LED-like indicator to indicate the connection state. There are three connection states: no connection if remote site is off, paused if there is no examination ongoing, or live. In the improved GUI, we enhanced this information by showing icons and text directly in the video display window. The background colour of the windows changes from grey to green when the system attempts to connect to assistant or patient. Fig. 4 shows an example for the connection status. In the communication window on the left, the system connects to the assistant. In the communication window on the right, the system indicates that there is no connection with the patient computer.

We also changed the system behaviour for pausing and continuing a connection. Doctor and assistant both have the rights to pause and start their communication channel. Only the doctor can pause the communication channel between themself and the patient. We changed the communication mode for a private communication between doctor and assistant that cannot be heard by the patient. In this mode, the doctor can stop his/her own audio transmission to the patient, while the transmission from patient to doctor is still alive. The assistant should stay with patient and robot the whole time but they can listen to the doctor by cordless earphones. In an updated version, an assistant can also send critical information via text channel to the doctor. This allows doctors to discretely consult with the assistant while simultaneously observing the patient.

In order to ensure that the doctors are able to differentiate between normal and private communication mode, we introduced an indicator to represent this in the GUI. The indicator has the form of an eye. The eye is open when the system is switched to normal communication mode, and it is closed when the doctor switches to the private communication mode. To unify the interface of the communication channel for doctor and assistant, we introduced the same icon in the doctor and the assistant GUI. Fig. 5 shows an example of the GUI on the doctor site set to private mode.

### VII. Conclusion

We presented a teleconference system for doctors, patients and assistants using a medical robot. The initial design of the system was based on a user requirements analysis that we conducted with the involved user groups (doctors, assistants, and patients). We evaluated the system in two user studies. The study results show that the system has a good usability for all user groups. The study participants had improvement suggestions regarding the video and audio
quality. Additionally, the users asked for a better indication of system status in the teleconference system. We will also propose a more consistent color coding such as yellow indicating transitional status, red for warning and green for “ok”. Based on these suggestions, we updated the user interface. The repetitive user analysis early in the design process showed great promise, as at that time, the flexibility of the implementation phase is much higher than later in the project.

With implementation of the teleconference system and the user studies completed, we propose the following best practices for designers of teleconference systems in the medical context to allow a proper diagnosis:

- The system status needs to be visible for all involved users.
- System functionalities need to be consistently visualized by a combination of icons, colors, and if possible also by text.
- Colliding user requirements make compromises necessary. In such a case, the requirement which is more important to solve the task effectively should be preferred.

We will conduct a user study with patients, once the system is fully integrated, to further investigate in the patient’s needs in the teleconference system also in relation with other robot functionalities with an additional analysis also on performance and error data. In future work, we will integrate our teleconference system into the existing ReMeDi robot prototype. After the integration, we will evaluate the whole system with healthy volunteers, assistants and doctors in a real examination scenario.
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